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Hippo
It has been the custom for many years for the
historia n to spend a few minutes during each
Annive:sary celebra tion to give a little snippet of
Club hlstory -- or to tell about a curious bit of Club
trivia that cou ld be of some interest to you handsomely
attired, superb ly fed members as you lean back in your
chairs, after the elegant feast, to sip your cognac.
Tonight I'll tell you about a faithful old friend
who has been quietly guarding our reading room for over
sixty years.
He draws no salary and makes no demands
for food or up - kee p. He listens patiently to every
paper, good as well as not-so-good, without making a
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sound to disturb the reader or waken the occasional
sleepers. He stands stolidly at his station year after
year surveying the assembly with a watchful eye.
You have seen the white Hippopotamus on the
reading room mantel dozens of times.
I think you
should become better acquainted with him. He came from
Denmark, which is a rather unusual habitat for
Hippopotami. He is made of fine, gleaming white
porcelain. On his ample belly he wears the mark of his
maker, a cluster of three castle towers imprinted under
the glaze in green. Once in green and again in blue,
are the letters B & G. These marks prove his
distinguished pedigree. He was made at the famous
Danish pottery of Bing and Grondahl in Copenhagen. On
his left hind foot is the signature of the artist who
conceived and modeled him. After sixty years of
shuffling, the signature is a bit worn. A hippopotamus
doesn't pick up his feet very well when he walks.
It's
Dahl Jens or Dahl Jensen, but whatever his last name
might be, Dahl knew hippopotamus anatomy as well as
sculpture.
How we happened to get Hippo is a rather
intriguing part of the story. Our old friend, Carl
Vitz, was Club librarian for over twenty years and, by
an unusual coincidence, was elected president of the
Club exactly on his 85th birthday. He was my neighbor.
I often had the pleasure of driv i ng him to meetings and
listening to him tell bits of Club lore including clues
on how Hippo happened to be here.
Hippo's association with the Club begins with the
minutes of April 1930 on the papers read shortly before
the exodus from the old quarters on Eighth street.
Albert P. Mathews was Secretary at that time. His
detailed monthly reports are fu ll of candid personal
appraisal and philosophical commentary.
He wrote for April, "The past month has been a
noteworthy one.
For the first time in the history of
t he Club, I believe, we have had a paper dealing with
SEX and this paper, or this subject, brought out the
largest attendance at an ordinary meeting which your
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secretary has recorded in the term of his office." Dr.
Mathews goes on with a two-page, somewhat Victorian,
commentary on Nevin Fenneman's apparently popular
paper.
It has nothing to do with our Hippo. but I
couldn't resist mentioning that sex was discussed in
detail at the staid old Literary Club years before the
days when pe ople were shocked to hear Rhett Butler say
"damn" o n the movie screen.
Dr. Ma t h e ws continues for April 1930, and here we
get back on th e trail of Hippo. There was "Also a
valuable pape r by Mr. Hadley on BOOKPLATES, a subject
concerni ng whi ch we were less well informed than about
sex of whic h we all knew a good deal. Among the
bookplates he s h owed us were some modern ones which he
considered espec ially fine. The figures seemed to me
tall, ang ular, out of proportion, ungraceful and the
whole des ign ext remely ugly.
So that sets me to
thinking how i t ca n be that the same picture seems to
him beaut if
a d to me very ugly. What is it that is
beautifu l? So r
i nating on this subject it occurs to
me that t here are f our or five characteristics a thing
must have if ' be truly beautiful. It must have
unity, symme~r , v ariety and suitableness to the end
for which it ' s d esigned. II
"By un ' t y i s meant that all parts of the design
must cont r 'b te something toward making the picture or
building or - atev er it is suitable to the end for
which it was ade , Symmetry means that the various
parts must be
due proportion and symmetrically
placed.
Synnetry we find everywhere in nature. The
unsymmetric
a s rik es us at once as bizarre ' awkward ,
.
lacklng an e e-e t o f completeness and never at rest.
VarietY,als o ' s s rely necessary to avoid monotony.
The clolste rs of Leland Stanford University suffer from
lack of v ar ' et y . The columns are all alike. There is
unity and s ~ etry and suitableness but not variety so
that one bec o es tired of i t . variety gives charm.
The unexpected pleases us. Everything must n~t be
revealed at a g l ance. Variety must be s~bordlna~ed to
unity a nd s ymmetry but there must be varlety:
llttle
irregula ri t i es, slight changes in the various
buttresses of a cathedral, or differences in its
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windows, carvings, gargoyles and so on. These lead the
mind and eye constantly on to new and unexpected
delights and prevent monotony. Yes, variety, symmetry
and unity are all necessary, but there must also be a
quality of suitableness for the end for which it was
designed. The Taj Mahal would not be beautiful as a
hen coop, but as a memorial tomb of a beloved wife it
is eminently suitable and hence eminently beautiful."
"So a beautiful thing must have all these
qualities and I was about to stop there, entirely
satisfied with my analysis of the quality of beauty,
when suddenly the hippopotamus occurred to me.
It has
unity and symmetry. Also it has some, if not overly
much, variety. The two ends are not exactly alike nor
are the fore legs exactly like the hind legs. Moreover
it is beautifully designed for the station in life it
is to occupy, so it has suitableness. But can you call
it beautiful?"
"This was certainly what might be called a facer.
Is the hippopotamus really beautiful, and the trouble
with me in that I did not see that which made it
beautiful? Had I left out something essential something essential to beauty which was in the beholder
and not in the object itself - and was it for this
reason that different beholders regarded different
objects as beautiful and that the hippopotamus although
so symmetrical and suitable looked ugly to me?"
I was smoking and reflecting on the hippopotamus
when suddenly the words of Jehova came into my mind
commanding me to go to the Zoo, for I heard Jehova say,
in the book of Job (40, 15-19):
'Go look at the hippopotamus which I made as well
as thee;
He eateth grass as the ox.
La, his strength is in his loins
His force in the muscles of his belly.
He stiffeneth his tail like a cedar;
The sinews of his thighs are knit together;
His bones are as tubes of brass.
His limbs are like bars of iron,
He is the master-work of God.'"
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"So I got up and went to the Zoo to look at the
hippopotamus. There wa s the mother hippopotamus
looking after her baby with all the maternal anxiety
possible.
It was clear that this massive form was not
all there was in the beast but that there was a soul
also, showing itsel f in nate rna l affection, and,
admonished by Jehova, I saw th at the hippopotamus was
after all a thing o f bea ty if only one regarded it
with a seeing eye.
It wa s b eauti ful because now it
stirred my imagina tion a d y b etter aspirations.
Unselfishness app eare a d aff ecti on and while the
hippopotamus was not exact y tr ansfigured, yet I saw I
had been wrong in t h O ' g 't ugly.
I had not seen
something of the mean ' 9 of the hippopotamus and that
something which I hadn' seen was the element which was
necessary, besides t
se e
era ted, for a thing to be
beautiful."
I'm sure th ere ~as a l ost as much round table
discussion about Dr. .a - es' sec retarial dissertation
on beauty and h ippop
-: as th ere was about Professor
Fenneman's paper on sex.
I' sure too, that because of
it, member John Ware a.;::j , . 0 0 ha d been appointed to
select decorative access r Oes f or the new club rooms
here at 500 East Fo rth S~re et., couldn't resist a
hippopotamus when he sa'
e. According to an entry in
the treasurer's repor : r J ne 1930, Wareham bought
two vases and our h '
ta u s at the H & S Pogue Co.
for $117.50.
- e story of Hippo. Remember
So there you
ery friendly, but mind your
that he's beaut if
a.
manners in the read ' ng roo because he has his eye on
you.
John Diehl
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Odd Men Out
I suppose that every Literary Club president
begins preparing his anniversary paper, as I did, by
going back to the records and reflecting on the history
of our society.
For some it is a story of long-time
family habit, almost like belonging to the same college
fraternity or searching for a spouse in the same
limited circle or continuing to root for the Cincinnati
Reds in the face of stark reality.
For others, that
history is an adopted one, adding a little depth to the
contemporary pleasures of fellowship, the exchange of
experiences and ideas, and even the occasional
unsettling shock of the unaccustomed and the
unfamiliar.
History is not something that is there, something
tangible and concrete, waiting to be photographed by
some impersonal and unerring mechanism.
It is the past
seen through the eye of some historian, trained in the
mysteries of his or her profession to be sure, but
colored by all the variables of birth and breeding,
accident and purpose, prejudice and principle that each
individual brings to the enterpr ise. The history of
any organization is composed of a complex blend of fact
and myth, remembrance and forgetfulness, actuality and
illusion.
Bob Hilton has now taken Eslie Asbury's place as
the passionate--well, enthusiastic--champion of the
Literary Club as the model of all that is cultivated
and urbane in our community. But for many years it was
Dr. Asbury's perception of the Club that provided most
of us with our sense of its history and of its
qualities. Here is his judgment of its character,
published in the One Hundred-and-Twenty-fifth
Anniversary volume:
I t is a misconception that the Club has frowned
upon any literary effort in good taste~ ~owever
partisan or radical its political, rellgloUs or
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philosophical view s, nor has it feared to e~ect
important d issenters , including the great llberals
Salmon P. Chase , who de f ied the Fugitive Slav 7
Law and Alphonso Taf t, who teamed with Archb1shop
pur~ell a nd Rabb ' Wi s e to stop Bible read i ng in
the schools ; Frederick Roelker and Frederick
Hausserauk , a l wa s at bat for German teaching in
the school s; mi ' sters involved in civic
controvers ies, s c as James Handasyde Perkins,
Thomas Vickers a d Carles W. Wendte (who
established the Ass c ' ated charities), the
greatest o f al 0
' ntell ectuals, John Stallo and
his Commun ist fr ' e
, August Willich; the way-out
socialists, Mon ~e Conway , Lucius Hines and Dr.
Sam Allen; t he earned Ra bbis, Max Lilienthal and
David Ph i l lipso n,
d fam ous Democrats, such as
Hiram and John "e
Peck , William and Harry Mackay
and Judson Ha~ , .
n cre ating this ecumenical
center in an age f
iolent black and white
opinions, t he C
reached the zenith of the
western eth ic.
Fair enough. But as : c sidered the list of
illustrations i t st c
e tha t, with a few important
exceptions, mos t of - e nonc onformists in our l ist
hardly stand out as : ' g ers f or lost causes or as
lonely outsiders pr
a ' ing that the emperor is
wearing no cl othes,
Puzzled, I we to President walter Langsam's
125th Anniversa ry
ess . Now Walter and I were good
friends and he
st ge nerous to me when I s omewhat
unexpected ly fo
y self i n the position he had graced
for so many years,
B t l always took it for granted
that we were po es apart in our polit i cal, economic,
even soc ial att ' t des a nd po s itions , He was a
Conservat ive; I a a Liberal. He placed himself in
what the Fre nch call the party of resistance; I tend to
sympa th ize with the party o f moveme nt.
And yet
Ihat did I find? In 1974 Walter was
concer ned with t he same lack of ~espect for government-by ci t izenry and politicians allke--that appears to be
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the single most striking feature of our own
contemporary political life. Among his remedies--the
limitation of terms of office and a severe limitation
on campaign expenditures. Although I am not captivated
by term limitation, considering it a limitation as well
of the popular right to exercise democratic choice, I
nevertheless have a good deal of empathy with those who
argue that the advantages of incumbency make a mockery
of the notion of a level political playing field.
As
f or the limitation of campaign finances, I couldn't
agree more with my distinguished predecessor. until We
f ind some way to prevent national or state or local
seats from being bought by the huge expenditure of
campaign funds there seems little hope for any
fundamental improvement of our political processes.
So here we were, Conservative and Liberal,
resistance and movement, agreeing over a span of about
twenty years on an issue that obviously meant a great
deal to both of us.
Perhaps, then, the Literary Club
may not be, nor indeed may not have been, so
heterogeneous as we have supposed. Perhaps what we
have in common is a good deal more consequential than
those things that divide us.
All of this has led me to speculate about a few
individuals who were not members of our fellowship, but
who might have added a touch of spice to one or two of
our meetings. My favorite outsider is a man named
Jos~ah Warre~, who lived for a few years in Cincinnati
durlng,the,flrst half of the nineteenth century.
w~rr7n s ~lography, perhaps fittingly for a temporary
C7nclnna~1~n, a~pears i~ ~ series devoted to "The Right
~lng Indlvlduallst Tradltlon in America." Although he
1S regarded as the first American anarchist
he was
enormously influenced by Robert Owen, the e~lightened
Welsh factory owner whose Utopian socialist ideas
attrac~ed a brief interest in both Great Britain and
the Unlted States.
When Warren arrived in Cincinnati

he invested his

s~all cap~tal in a shop described by M;ncure Conway in

hlS autoblography.

Now Conway was a member of the
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Literary Club, not a Socialist but a unitarian, which
to be sure may have raised even more eyebrows in midnineteenth century Cincinnati. Warren, Conway wrote,
was convinced that the disproportion between wages and
the time and labor spent in production created the
evils of drudgery and pauperism, luxury and idleness.
He was determined to bring about a system of "equitable
commerce," in which each product would be priced
according to its cost.
"If it were a shoe, for
example, the separate cost of leather, pegs, thread,
etc. was to be estimated, and the time taken in putting
them together, and the sum would be enough to decide
the relative valu e of the shoe in other articles which
the shoemaker might require."
Warren's "Time store" had a large clock upon its
wall where he calcu lated prices according to his
system. Whether because of that system or more like
because he wa s a shrewd businessman, he was able to
sell his miscell aneous articles somewhat under their
prices in other shops.
Both Conway and Warren's
biographer affirm that other shopkeepers broke up his
establis hme t by circulating a rumor that he was
selling off da ag ed stock. Disillusioned, he shook the
dust of c incinnat i from his heels and embarked on a
series of experiments that eventually led him to his
espousal of anarchi sm, the "sovereignty of every
individual over hi s or her person, time, property ,
responsib il iti es and reputation." Incidentally, please
note the "his or her"--our generation may not be the
first to realize that there really are at least two
sexes in the worl d. Quite parenthetically, not to say
irrelevantly, I am reminded of a cartoon in the New
Yorker a few years back.
It shows two undergraduates
leaving a c lassroom labelled "Ecology 101." One young
man is turning to the other in indignation and
complaining:
"He ha s a nerve, telling us we didn't
invent the environment! ..
,
,TO g~t back to Josiah Warren.
After he left
Cln~lnnat l, he parti cipated in a number of experiments
deslgned to put i nto practice his emphasis on the
utmost freedom of the ind iv idual. On Long Island he
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was instrumental in founding a community known as
Modern Times which, not surprisingly, exhibited all of
the foibles and the idiosyncracies of any other
society. As Warren himself described it:
"One man
began to advocate plurality of wives, and published a
paper to support his views; another believed clothing
to be a superfluity, and not only attempted to practice
his academic theories in person, but inflicted his
views upon his hapless children. A woman with an
ungainly form displayed herself in public in men's
attire, which gave rise to the newspaper comment that
'the women of Modern Times dressed in men's clothes and
looked hideous.' still another young woman had the
diet mania so severely that after trying to live on
beans without salt until reduced almost to a skeleton
she died within a year."
All of this, Warren believed, would come out right
so long as the principle of Individual Sovereignty was
adhered to.
Individual sovereignty meant noninterference with others and giving equal rights to
everyone so long as these rights did not invade the
rights of others. Even marriage should be judged on
the same principle. A reporter asked one of the
residents of Modern Times, "Do you hold to marriage?"
The answer:
"Marriage! Well, folks ask no questions
in regard to that among us. We, or at least some of
us, do not believe in life partnerships when the
parties cannot live happily.
Every person here is
supposed to know his or her"--there's that premature
"his or her" again--"own interest best. We don't
interfere; there is no eavesdropping or prying behind
the curtain. Those are good members of society who are
industrious and mind their own business. The
individual is sovereign and independent, and all laws
tending to restrict the liberty he or she should enjoy
are founded on error and should not be regarded."
The game of "what if" is a tricky one at best and,
we are told, should not be engaged in by a historian.
Since this is merely a few somewhat haphazard
ruminations, let me try a "what if." I have to confess
that Warren left Cincinnati some years before the
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Literary Club was born. But I like to think of what
might have happened if his fellow merchants,
undoubtedly staunch advocates of a fierce and
invigorating competition, had actually put that
advocacy into practice. Warren might have remained in
Cincinnati, and surely, if he had done so, the customs
and the standards of the community might have had some
effect in bending his beliefs and his programs in a
somewhat different direction. He might have become a
pillar of the community--and, who knows, might even
have been invited to join the Literary Club.
I suppose there would be little quarrel with the
judgment that Daniel Drake was one of Cincinnati's most
distinguished leaders, on any of a number of counts.
He d i ed in 1852, only three years after the Club was
formed, so there is not much point in regretting that
he did not grace our roster. My purpose in bringing
h i m up at all is different.
Daniel Aaron, Professor
Emer i tus at Harvard and one of the giants of the
Amer i can Studies movement, wrote a fascinating
d i ssertation in 1942 that was only published last year
in the Urban Life and Urban Landscape Series edited by
Zane Miller and Henry Shapiro.
In Cincinnati, Queen
city of the West, Aaron takes note of Drake's
activities as "doctor, editor, essayist, lecturer,
educator, historian, propagandist, organizer, and
promoter," and then comments:
"Had there been more
Daniel Drakes, men passionately attached to the West
who realized the necessity of relating literature and
art to the needs of the community, something
recognizable as "Western culture" might have emerged."
Indisputably, our Club has had its share of
artists, more painters than poets it appears from a
cursory review of the membership list.
Farny and
Duveneck are there, but I can find no literary man of
their stature. The mention of Duveneck brings to mind
another speculation, but I will postpone that until a
little
. . later in this paper. For the moment , I am
lntrlgued by Aaron's comment that Cincinnati artists in
the early days--not unlike artists at all times and all
places--sometimes resented the patronizing attitude of
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their would be sponsors. Evidently, Nicholas
Longworth, the city's wealthiest man in his time and
the relative of a member of the Literary Club, had a
"peculiar facility for annoying mettlesome young
artists." So we are told by Thomas Buchanan Reed,
whose letters are referred to by Aaron.
One of the artists was John P. Frankenstein,
somewhat less well-known than his brother the landscape
painter Godfrey and a bit of a versifier as well as a
painter. He came to Cincinnati in 1832 and evidently
developed something of a reputation while he was still
in his teens. He apparently rubbed Nick Longworth the
wrong way, however, and eventually was happy to say
goodbye to the metropolis of the West.
But clearly his
treatment still rankled and in 1864 he published a long
satirical poem which savagely outlined Longworth's
imperfection. The poem, American Art; Its Awful
Attitude--awful name, too--was an attack on the
materialism, prudery, and hypocrisy of its age.
But
more to the point here, Frankenstein treats Longworth
and cincinnati as symbolic of all that was wrong with
American culture. The artist must accept the insults
of the man
Who waxes rich with rise of real estate,
Who onions, beans, pork, whiskey learns to rate,
Who in man's lowest wants can speculate,
Ay, getting rich, can found an upper class,
Though he sold whiskey at three cents a glass.
Longworth, says Aaron, becomes the epitome of vulgarity
and materialism, doling out pennies to the poor he
helped to ruin and judging all pictures by the
smoothness of the canvas. He quotes further from
Frankenstein:
His house will not all through, above, below,
Two Thousand dollars worth of Fine Arts show!
Pictures, he says, he buys at auction, low;
What business tact! on this he builds his fame.
And honor makes of what should be a shame!
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Finally, a swipe at cincinnati:
Oh, prophet Mansfield, statistician, say
When Gothan to Porkopolis gives way-Has it not come yet, Mansfield-fate-fixed-day?
If smoke proves fire, the Western Queen will stand
First may be 'mong the cities of the land;
If human gasbags are of greatest measure,
The Western city has enormous treasure.
Query:--If Frankenstein had been treated with a
little more sensitivity, if his work and that of his
fellows had been treated a bit more encouragingly,
would the result have been different? There is nothing
in the record that suggests that Cincinnati was unique
as a Western city absorbed in wresting a living from
the land and in the young and possibly raw-edged
society its citizens were creating.
Indeed, despite
Frankenstein, the arts probably received about the same
amount of encouragement here, concluded Aaron, as in
eastern cities. But in the odd moments when I think
about the heterogeneity of our Club--not very
frequently, I must confess--I place a Frankenstein in
this room or its predecessors--and speculate about the
inevitable consequences.
Not too long ago Joe stern read to the Club a
splendid paper of Frank Duveneck and Lafcadio Hearn.
He told an absorbing story, which I will not attempt to
imitate, a story of iconoclastic opinions and youthful
escapades. Rather, in looking over the Literary Club
list I note that Duveneck was a member, as was Henry
Farny, another of cincinnati's artistic luminaries,
whose name, incidentally, is misspelled in the Club's
1974 anniversary volume.
But Hearn was not a member.
The three were good friends and one has the impression
from stern's paper that together they might have added
a touch of something unexpected to one or two of the
sessions of our society.
We are told in the cliche that one picture is
worth a thousand words. And indeed that may be true of
some newspaper cartoons as compared with journalistic
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accounts in the same medium. The drawings of Will
Dyson or David Low or indeed of our own Jim Borgman are
evidence of the vitality of such images as commentary
on society or politics or economic issues. But the
world of painting--in oil or tempera or water color or
whatever--appears to be somewhat different.
To be
sure, one can point to the social satire of a Hogarth
or a Daumier or even the patriotic splashes of a
Delacroix, but generally speaking society finds the
plastic arts less disturbing--except on grounds of
obscenity or of ugliness--than the written or spoken
word.
Compare even the great Civil War photographs of
a Brady with the few simple words of Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address. Which do we remember more vividly?
And which impels us to reflect most readily on causes
and consequences, duty and sacrifice, death and
posterity?
Thus I ask myself, could it be that however
unconventional they may have been, a Farny and a
Duveneck were less different, less threatening, than a
Hearn precisely because, however nonconformist they
might be, they worked in a medium that superficially
presented fewer challenges to accepted views and even
prejudices? I haven't the slightest idea whether such
a conjecture holds any water, but I find it an
interes ting refl e ction nevertheless.
Meanwhile, I am intrigued by the notion of
Patric i o Lafcadio Tessima Carlos Hearn as a member of
the Literary Club. Born on the Isle of Santa Maura off
the coast of Greece, he came to Cincinnati at the age
of 21, i n 1871. His six years here saw him struggle out
of abJect poverty to become a ruthlessly realistic
r 7 Porter who seemed to be attracted, as one of his
blographers has put it, by the "horrible and revolting"
as muc~ as by the beautiful. His emphasis on the
s7nsatlonal , wel~ sui~ed the American journalism of his
t me, but hlS flne llterary craftsmanship already set
h~m some~hat apart from many contemporary run-of-themlll scrlv~ners. His exposures of the practices of
cruel and lnsensitive abortionists, of ghoulish robbers
of graveyards, and of dealers in second-hand tombstones

7
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were merely the most prominent of a flood of stories
that dealt with floods and fires, riots and panics,
train wrecks and tor nadoes, suicides and murders. His
stories on the Tan Yard Murd ers, for which Henry Farny
drew the sketches, gai ned national notice and
established him as a journalis t of major stature.
Meanwhile, his unorthodox li f e style--he lived with a
young multatto woman na ed Al thea Foley--is said to
have hastened his de part re fr om the Enquirer and a
move to the Commercia l, th en edited by Murat Halstead,
a one-time member of t e
' terary Club.
Hearn was especia
drawn to the life of
Bucktown, the water fr o , a d what were called Rat and
Sausage Rows. His st r ' es of the roustabouts, largely
black, and of "thieves , arts, dope addicts, and rough
characters," were t e best: kn own of his sketches done
for the Commercia l 0 er a pe riod of years. Collected
by O.W. Frost in
e ti tled Children of the
Levee, they have
ed n ot just an exploration of
low-life, but "a
va ri ed picture of Cincinnati
humanity."
When Hearn pe rs a e
rat Halstead to send him to
New orleans to cover - e Hayes-Tilden election in that
pivotal state, no do
- e editor expected him to
return to Cincinnat i.
t: by then Hearn had tired of
the city and felt t
of the wanderlust that was a
major influence in
' fe , He never returned. New
Orleans, the wes t
' es, and then Japan--and the rest
is part of the litera
and cultural history of his two
adopted countr ies.
Lafcadio Hear s'ept across the landscape of
cincinnati journa ' s
ik e a windstorm across the
American prair ie. A though his greatest distinction
rests on his marve 0 s i nterpretations of Japanese
culture and life to an outside world, he remains
something of a egend in the annals of the nineteenthcentury newspaper orld. On any list of really
important people who lived in our community, this ugly,
eccentric, unco on , and often disturbing little man
would rank v ery hi gh indeed. Evidently not, however,
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on the l ist of our nineteenth-century Literary Club
predecessors.
Papers prepared for delivery after a good dinner
should be short.
So let me conclude with a cursory
c omment or two. My three non-members of the Club are
certainly a mixed bag.
Frankenstein is an unknown.
Warren is significant in the annals of American
i ntellectual history, but hardly a household name in
cincinnati or the nation at large. Only Lafcadio Hearn
stands out as rather more important--and perhaps more
i nteresting--than almost any of his contemporaries-even when they were members of the Literary Club.
still, is there a hint here that we may not have been
quite so heterogeneous as we imagined--and is there
still a wee hint of the same phenomenon at the present
time? If so, perhaps it would be rewarding to reflect
on the well-known story of Edward Gibbon and the Duke
of Gloucester, the brother of King George III. You
recall that when Gloucester received a presentation
copy of the second volume of Gibbons' Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire he remarked, "Another damned thick,
square book! Always scribble, scribble!
Eh! Mr.
Gibbon?" Thank goodness Gibbon kept scribbling. And,
incidentally, is there anyone who remembers William
Henry, Duke of Gloucester?
Henry R. Winkler

HEAVEN
November 1, 1993

Richard N.P. stewart

Heaven -- that place of reunion so sweetly
depicted in paintings, of release so fervently sought
in cantatas, of understanding so passionately invoked

